A Compassionate
Approach
to living with forgetfulness

Wesley Meadows

voted #1 for
Best Senior
Care Services
for the
past 5 years
in the DeSoto
Times Tribune

Meet a growing community need
a unique architectural
and Philosophical approach

in the spirit of

Christian love
Eldercare in the spirit of Christian love with a commitment to innovation is what sets Wesley Meadows apart.
As a member of the Methodist Senior Services network, our commitment continues with the planned
construction of a Green House® Home, the first in North Mississippi dedicated to those living with forgetfulness.

DR E A M
Focus on Living & Life…
With its new Green House® Home, memory support assisted living at Wesley Meadows will be unlike any
other offered in North Mississippi. Methodist Senior Services pioneered the Green House® Home concept.
Our dream is to use this innovative approach for memory support – a comprehensive approach to elder
living that provides long-term, intensive, specialized support for seniors experiencing forgetfulness.

The new Green House® Home will:

• improve quality of life, well-being and engagement by pairing Green House® Home design and
Eden Alternative Principles®, an internationally recognized model for elder care

• create an assisted living home for 10 residents, with private rooms and private baths
• provide high levels of support, a variety of daily activities, and consistency in routine
• create an atmosphere that fosters interaction and engagement while also supporting independence

a chie v e
The Green House® Home approach
Proven model

Methodist Senior Services has been a leader in providing
service ministry to elders in Mississippi for 55 years. Its

We must address
this growing
need in DeSoto
County.
The Wesley Meadows Retirement
Community is nestled in a quiet
30-acre meadow in Hernando.
Yet, it is located in one of the

fastest growing counties in the

state of Mississippi.

According to the University of

Mississippi Medical Center MIND

Center, more than 52,000

Mississippians have Alzheimer's
or other forms of memory

impairment. This number could
double by 2030.

experiences in its 12 senior communities across Mississippi

inform and benefit Wesley Meadows residents in Hernando.
Research-based outcomes

Methodist Senior Services employs the Eden Alternative®

Principles for memory support care. This model is backed
by research and based on very positive outcomes.
Meaningful life in a real home

Elders living in a Green House® Home thrive in a familial

experience. They live in a real, welcoming home not a

“home-like” environment or institutional setting. Flexible
routines that reflect their personal preferences set the
rhythm of the day.

Care from a specially trained team

Care in a Green House® Home is provided by specially

trained team members known as a “Shahbaz,” a Persian

word meaning “royal falcon.” The role of each Shahbaz is to
protect, sustain and nurture elders and the home they live

in. They provide daily care, prepare meals and maintain the
household.

IN S PI RE
A volunteer Capital Campaign Steering Committee of North Mississippi
residents is working together to share this story and inspire the financial
support of individuals, businesses and foundations. Architects and contractors
estimate the cost of creating a Green House® Home at Wesley Meadows to be
$1.5 million.
During this capital campaign, pledges and contributions can be made over a
3-year period. In addition to cash, gifts of appreciated stock and bonds can be
contributed.
With your investment, we will build a home for our treasured elders in North
Mississippi living with forgetfulness.

Sample Green House® Home Floor Plan
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